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Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Explain the difference between mechanism and machine.  

 b) Define kinematic chain. How does it differ from a mechanism?  

 c) Define the Grashof’s Law.  

 d) What do you mean by degree of freedom.  

 e) Define the term coefficient of friction and limiting angle of friction.  

 f) Why clutch is used in an automobile and what are their types.  

 g) What is reverted gear train? Where is it used?  

 h) Define the pressure angle of a cam?  

 i) What is the function of a governor?   

 j) How the velocity ratio of epicyclic gear train is obtained by tabular method?  

    
Q2 a) A four bar linkage has the following dimensions O1O2=50 mm, (distance 

between fixed centers of rotation)O1A=62 mm, AB=37 mm, O2B=68 mm, O1 

and O2 are fixed centers of rotation. Determine the type of four bars by 

Grashoff’s criterion. If the link AB is crank, discuss the Grashoff’s criterion. . 

If the link AB is fixed, discuss the Grashoff’s criterion.  

(5) 

 b) In a crank and slotted lever quick return mechanism, the driving crank length 

is 75 mm. The distance between the fixed centers is 200 mm and the length of 

the slotted lever is 500mm. Find the ratio of the times taken on the cutting and 

idle strokes. Determine the effective stroke also.  

(5) 

    
Q3 a) In a thrust bearing the external and internal radii of the contact surface are 21 

cm and 16 cm respectively. Total axial load is 81 kN and co-efficient of 
friction is 0.05. The shaft is rotating at 400 r.p.m. Intensity of pressure is not 

exceed 360 kN/m
2
. Assume uniform pressure. Determine (i) Power lost in 

overcoming friction. (ii) The number of collar required for the thrust bearing. 

(5) 

 b) Single plate clutch is employed to transmit 40 kW at speed of 2000 rpm. 
Maximum intensity of pressure at any point of contact is 0.8 bar. The co-

(5) 
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efficient of friction is 0.30. If the outside diameter of the friction plate is 300 

mm and has both sides effective, determine: (i) the inside diameter of the 

friction plate and (ii) the axial thrust with which the frictional surfaces are held 

together. 
Q4  In an epicyclic gear train, the internal wheels A and B and compound wheels C 

and D rotate independently about axis O. The wheels E and F rotate on pins 

fixed to the arm G. E gears with A and C and F gears with B and D. All the 

wheels have the same module and the numbers of teeth are: TC= 28; TD= 26; 

TE= TF= 18. 1). Sketch the arrangement; 2). Find the number of teeth on A and 

B; 3). If the arm G makes 100 r.p.m. clockwise and A is fixed, find the speed 

of B ; and 4). If the arm G makes 100 r.p.m. clockwise and wheel A makes 10 
r.p.m. counter clockwise; find the speed of wheel B.     

(10) 

    
Q5  . Four masses M1 =200 kg, M2 =300 kg, M3 = 240 kg and M4 = 260 kg are 

attached to a shaft and are revolving are radii R1 = 270 mm, R2 = 210 mm, R3 = 
300 mm and R4 = 360 mm respectively in planes measured from the m1 at 

l1=270 mm, l2=420 mm and l3= 720 mm respectively. The angles measured 
counter clockwise are M1 to M2 450, M2 to M3 750, M3 to M4 1350, and 

distance between planes L and M, the planes in which balance masses are 
placed is 500 mm. The distance between plane M1 and plane L is 120 mm and 

plane M and plane for M4 is 100 mm. The radius of rotation of balance mass b 
is 720 mm. Determine the magnitude and angular position of the balancing 

masses. 

(10) 

Q6 a) A Hartnell governor has a speed range of 390 r.p.m to 410 r.p.m for a lift of 2 

cm. The sleeve arm and the ball arm are 10 cm and 15 cm respectively. The 
radius of rotation of the balls is 15 cm from governor axis when the ball arm is 

vertical and the speed of the governor is the minimum. If the mass of each ball 

is 2 kg, determine: (i) load on the spring for minimum and maximum speeds 

and (ii) spring rate.  

(6) 

 b) The arms of a Porter governor are 31.25 cm long and are pivoted on the axis of 

rotation. Mass of each ball is 7.5 kg and the central load is 45 kg. Determine 

the equilibrium speed corresponding to radii of 20 cm and 25 cm.  

(4) 

    
Q7  It is required to set out the profile of a cam to give the following motion to the 

translating roller follower.  

During first 120° rotation of the cam, follower moves outwards through a 

distance of 30 mm with simple harmonic motion. The follower dwells during 

next 30° of cam rotation. During next 120° of cam rotation, the follower 

moves inwards with simple harmonic motion. The follower dwells for the next 

90° of cam rotation. The minimum radius of the cam is 25 mm. Draw the 

profile of the cam showing detail procedure. The diameter of the roller is 10 
mm.  

(10) 

Q8  Write short notes on any two: (5 x 2) 
 a) Pivot Bearing.  

 b) Compound gear train.  

 c) Uniform wear theory  

 d) Balancing of rotating mass.  
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